






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Fig. 1 Conceptual framework of the engagement process
that interventions to increase appointment keeping have been successful because of their
impact on several interrelated dimensions that are necessary for clients to meaningfully
engage in treatment. First, clients must view the treatment as relevant and acceptable to
their needs. Treatment acceptability is defined as how “reasonable, justified, fair, and palat-
able” the treatment is perceived to be (Kazdin, 2000, p. 158). Kazdin and Wassell (2000)
suggested that practitioners should explain the rationale for the treatment procedures and
help clients link what happens in treatment to the desired outcomes. Second, clients must
have a positive relationship with the practitioner and see the practitioner as someone who
is caring and genuinely concerned about them. It is well known that a positive alliance is
related to retention (Garcia & Weisz, 2002; Kazdin et al., 1997) and outcomes (Horvath &













































Fig. 1 Conceptual framework of the engagement process
that interventions to increase appointment keeping have been successful because of their
impact on several interrelated dimensions that are necessary for clients to meaningfully
engage in treatment. First, clients must view the treatment as relevant and acceptable to
their needs. Treatment acceptability is defined as how “reasonable, justified, fair, and palat-
able” the treatment is perceived to be (Kazdin, 2000, p. 158). Kazdin and Wassell (2000)
suggested that practitioners should explain the rationale for the treatment procedures and
help clients link what happens in treatment to the desired outcomes. Second, clients must
have a positive relationship with the practitioner and see the practitioner as someone who
is caring and genuinely concerned about them. It is well known that a positive alliance is
related to retention (Garcia & Weisz, 2002; Kazdin et al., 1997) and outcomes (Horvath &
Bedi, 2002). Third, many caregivers of at-risk children experience multiple stresses. The
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Stress	quotidien	:	
Est-ce	que	le	parent	
vit	un	stress	
financier	et/ou	
professionnel	?	Est-ce	
que	le	parent	est	
dans	une	situation	
illégale	
d’immigration	?		
*Acceptation	de	la	
guidance	:	Est-ce	
que	le	programme	
est	conforme	aux	
valeurs	du	parent	?	
	
Alliance	avec	le	logopède	:	Est-ce	qu 	le	parent	
estime	que	le	logopède	est	compétent	?	Est-ce	
qu’il	considère	que	le	logopède	a	à	cœur	les	
besoins	de	son	enfant	?	Est-ce	qu’il	se	sent	
reconnu	comme	expert	de	son	enfant	?	
Barrières	externes	:	
Est-ce	que	le	parent	
peut	facilement	se	
rendre	au	cabinet	?	
Faire	garder	les	
autres	enfants	?	
Possède	un	niveau	
suffisant	de	
français	?			
Croyances	par	
rapport	à	la	
guidance	:	Est-ce	
que	le	parent	et	le	
logopède	ont	les	
mêmes	
représentations	sur	
l’implication	
nécessaire	du	
parent	?	
§  Inclure	une	discussion	sur	les	facteurs	qui	influencent	l’engagement	
parental	et	réfléchir	à	mon	implémentation	de	la	guidance	pour	f voriser	
l’alliance	thérapeutique	
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